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Article

MR2380052 (2009a:17037) 17B99 (81R12 82B23)
Tanasă, Adrian (F-PARIS11-TP); Ballesteros, Ángel (E-BUR-P);
Herranz, Francisco J. [Herranz, Francisco José] (E-BUR-P)
Solutions for the constant quantum Yang-Baxter equation from Lie (super)algebras.
(English summary)
J. Geom. Symmetry Phys. 10 (2007), 83–91.
This paper provides a construction for various singular solutions of the constant quantum YangBaxter equation (cQYBE):
R12 R13 R23 = R23 R13 R12
obtained as a limiting case of the more general QYBE with spectral parameters:
R12 (u)R13 (u + v)R23 (v) = R23 (v)R13 (u + v)R12 (u).
The main result of the paper is the following: Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xd , XD (D = d + 1) span a vector
space endowed with a bilinear law:
Xi ∗ Xj = Cijk Xk , i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , D,
such that Cijk = 0 if i, j or k = D, while the remaining coefficients Cijk are arbitrary. Then the
D2 -dimensional square R-matrix with entries given by
R(i,j),(k,l) = Cijk δlD + Cijl δkD
provides a D-state solution of the cQYBE.
The authors also study a particular family of contracted algebras obtained from so(N + 1) and
show that the graded contraction parameters show up as quantum deformation parameters. They
finish with a concrete example, the N = 2 case, and show explicitly that the contraction parameters
appear as entries in the resulting 16 × 16 R-matrix.
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